THE RULES
How does Collector Car Fantasy Football work?
There will be four live-streaming events occurring closely after the release of Hagerty’s
Valuation updates. The first live streaming event is “Draft Day” followed by two rounds in
May and September and the Super Bowl in January.
• 1/1/21 - First Draft Day on 1/26/21
• 5/1/21 - Round #1 live stream the week of 2/1/21
• 9/1/21 - Round #2 live stream the week of 9/6/21
• 1/3/22 - The Superbowl live stream the week of 1/3/22
Collector Car Fantasy Football (CCFF) will live-stream through Facebook Live via The
Collector Car Podcast, RM Sotheby and Hagerty Facebook pages.
The setup for CCFF is similar to Fantasy Football but instead of picking 11 players for a
team, you are picking 11 cars for your collection. Instead of having a salary cap, you have
a budget of $1M. We will use Hagerty’s Valuation Tools to build our collections and to
appraise their values during our Round #1 and Round #2 and Superbowl events. You can
use any value and condition ratings as long as you use the same ones for each remaining
round.
You want to pick cars that you believe will appreciate in value over each consecutive threemonth period. This is how you “score” and push your collection’s valuation higher. You will
sum up and “lock” your total dollar change at the end of each round. This way you are not
penalized for not using the entire $1M budget. You will have two “Bench Cars” that you can
trade between rounds if you wish as long as you do not go over the $1M cap. You do not
need to pick these bench cars now. All cars must be in Hagerty's database to be eligible.
When you switch a car out between rounds, it will not erase your previous results. For
example, if you finish Round #1 down -$50k for your entire collection, that is the amount
that will be added to your results in Round #2 and the Superbowl to calculate the total value
gain for your collection. Per the example below, the player finished $35,400 down Round
#1 and decided to switch out Car #11. In Round #2, Car #11 is now up $11k and the player
decides to switch out Car #2. After the Superbowl, this Collection’s Valuation is up
+$73,100.

Like Fantasy Football, if someone picks a car someone else already has on their list, he or
she cannot pick the same car for any category.
For the remaining events, we will update the values of our collections and whoever’s
collection is valued the highest for our last event, wins the “Super Bowl”.
What are the automotive categories?
Italian Stallions, American Muscle, Rising Sun, German, Future Collectible, Rear/MidEngined, Super/Hyper/Insane, Pre-Truman Presidency (Pre-1946), Nintendo Gen
(Youngtimers), Under $30k and Kardashian (Luxury)
How do I pick the cars for my collection?
You can use whatever process you wish - trusting your gut, using your automotive instincts,
a Magic 8-Ball, etc. I will be using the 1-, 3- and 5-year Hagerty valuation trends as well as
auction results and recent marketplace articles.
Submit your picks at Greg@TheCollectorCarPodcast.com and Good Luck!

